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No time interpolations between thermal solutions. d. No
provision for scaling the thermal results based on variations in
thermal boundary conditions. 5. 2 MERLIN EVALUATION The
Sandia code ( MERLIN ) is very similar to the in-house GE
program called TITAN. Investigation into MERLIN revealed the
following limitations: a. Restricted to 2D problems. b. Interfaces
only with finite element heat transfer codes. c. Does not
interface with finite difference heat transfer codes. d. Only
interfaces into a specific set of finite element stress codes. e.
Meshes ( both heat transfer and stress ) must be generated
using a specific mesh generator. f. Does not allow for
coordinate transformation of meshes. g. Does not account for
stress points slightly outside heat transfer mesh. h. Limits the
number of elements in the heat transfer model. i. Limits the
number of nodes in stress model. Uses the same temperature
mapping function regardless of the type of j. heat transfer
element. The interfacing technique used in MERLIN is...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O len Mills
An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well
worth looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Ana hi Hea ney
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